Background {#Sec1}
==========

In this article we study the coloured geometric random graph CGRG, where *n* points or vertices or nodes are picked uniformly at random in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$r_n(a_1,a_2)$$\end{document}$ apart are connected. This random graph models, which has the geometric random graph (see Penrose [@CR17]) as special case, has been suggested by Cannings and Penman ([@CR2]) as a possible extension to the coloured random graph studied in Biggins and Penman ([@CR01]), Doku-Amponsah and Mörters ([@CR10]), Doku-Amponsah ([@CR5]), Bordenave and Caputo ([@CR02]), Mukherjee ([@CR13]) and Doku-Amponsah ([@CR7]).
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                \begin{document}$$p_n$$\end{document}$ in the coloured random graph model. Several large deviation results about the coloured random graphs and hence Erdős--Rényi graph have been established recently. See O'Connell ([@CR15]), Biggins and Penman ([@CR01]), Doku-Amponsah and Mörters ([@CR10]), Doku-Amponsah ([@CR5], [@CR7]), Bordenave and Caputo ([@CR02]), Mukherjee ([@CR13]).

Until recently few or no large deviation result about the CGRG have been found. Doku-Amponsah ([@CR8]) proved joint large deviation principle for empirical pair measure and the empirical locality measure of the CGRG, where *n* points are uniformly chosen in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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This article presents a full joint large deviation principle (LDP) for the empirical pair measure and the empirical locality measure of the CGRG. Refer to (Doku-Amponsah and Mörters) for similar result for the coloured random graphs. From this large deviation results we obtain LDPs for graph quantities such as *number of edges per vertex, the degree distribution and the proportion of isolated vertices* of geometric random graphs in the intermediate case. Our results are similar to those in O'Connell ([@CR15]), Biggins and Penman ([@CR01]), Doku-Amponsah and Mörters ([@CR10]), Doku-Amponsah ([@CR5], ([@CR7]), Bordenave and Caputo ([@CR02]) and Mukherjee ([@CR13]) for the Erdö--Renyi graph except that the rate functions of the LDPs in our current setting is bigger as a result of the effect of the geometric in the model.

As a first step in the proof of our main result, we obtain a joint LDP for the *empirical colour measure* and *empirical pair measures* for the CGRG, see Theorem 4, by the exponential change-of-measure techniques and coupling argument. See example Doku-Amponsah and Mörters ([@CR10]) or Doku-Amponsah ([@CR5]). In the next step, we use Biggins ([@CR1], Theorem 5(b)) to mix Theorem 4 and the result (Doku-Amponsah [@CR8], Theorem 2.1) to obtain the full joint LDP for *empirical pair measure and the empirical locality measure* of CGRG model. Refer to Doku-Amponsah and Mörters ([@CR10]) or Doku-Amponsah ([@CR5]) for further illustration of this method.

Our main motivation for studying this model are in two folds.

*Independence testing* {#d30e640}
----------------------

Consider CGRG which is a model for Wireless Sensor Network as a very big dataset comprising the typed sites and the bonds between sites. One interesting question to ask is how many bits will be required to code the *n* sites and the bonds between sites with high probability? Then, an asymptotic equipartition property (AEP) for the WSN will answer this question and our LDP for the empirical measures of the CGRG will play a crucial in the prove of the AEP. Further, we can test whether a received codeword $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$2^{-nI},$$\end{document}$ where the AEP is used to obtain the bound. See Doku-Amponsah ([@CR9]) for more on this application.

*Hypothesis testing* {#d30e751}
--------------------

One of the standard problems in statistics is to decide between two alternative explanations for the data are observed. For example, a transmitter will send an information on the WSN bits by bits in communication systems. There are two possible cases for each transmission: one is that bit 0 of WSN data is sent (noted as event $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$H_1$$\end{document}$ happens (i.e. bit 1 was sent at the transmitter). Of course, we may make mis-judgement, such as we decode that bit 0 was sent but actually bit 1 was sent. We need to make the probability of error in hypothesis testing as low as possible and the LDPs for CGRG models can help us specify the probability of error.

In the remainder of the paper we state and prove our LDP results. In "[Statement of the results](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"}" section we state our LDPs, Theorem 1, Corollary 2, Corollary 3, Theorem 4, and Corollary 5. In "[Proof of Theorem 1](#Sec9){ref-type="sec"}" section we present the proof of Theorem 4. In "[Proof of Theorem 1](#Sec9){ref-type="sec"}" section we combine Theorem 2.1 and Doku-Amponsah ([@CR7], Theorem 2.1) to obtain the Theorem 1, using the setup and result of Biggins ([@CR1]) to 'mix' the LDPs. The paper concludes with the proofs of Corollaries 2, 3 and 5 which are given in "[Proof of Corollaries 2, 3, and 5](#Sec10){ref-type="sec"}" section.

Statement of the results {#Sec2}
========================

The joint LDP for empirical pair measure and empirical locality measure of CGRG {#Sec3}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In this subsection we shall look at a more general model of random geometric graphs, the CGCG in which the connectivity radius depends on the type or colour or symbol or spin of the nodes. The empirical pair measure and the empirical locality measure are our main object of study.
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---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

### **Theorem 4** {#FPar5}
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Further, we state a corollary of Theorem 4 below.

### **Corollary 5** {#FPar6}
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### *Remark 2* {#FPar7}
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Proof of Theorem 4 {#Sec5}
==================

Change-of-measure {#Sec6}
-----------------
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The following lemmas will be useful in the proofs of main Lemmas.

### **Lemma 1** {#FPar8}
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Next, we express the rate function in term of relative entropies, see for example Dembo and Zeitouni ([@CR4], 2.15), and consequently show that it is a good rate function. Recall the definition of the function *I* from Theorem 4.
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Proof of the lower bound in Theorem 4 {#Sec8}
-------------------------------------

We obtain the lower bound of Theorem 4 from the upper bound as follows:

### **Lemma 5** {#FPar16}
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Proof of Theorem 1 {#Sec9}
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We recall from Lemma 6 that the family of measures $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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**Lemma 6** {#FPar18}
-----------

(Doku-Amponsah and Mörters [@CR10]) *The family of measures*$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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**Lemma 7** {#FPar19}
-----------
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By Biggins ([@CR1], Theorem 5(b)) the two previous lemmas and the large deviation principles we have established Theorem 2.2 and Doku-Amponsah ([@CR8], Theorem 2.1) ensure that under $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Proof of Corollaries 2, 3, and 5 {#Sec10}
================================

We derive the theorems from Theorem 1 by applying the contraction principle, see e.g. Dembo and Zeitouni ([@CR4], Theorem 4.2.1). In fact Theorem 1 and the contraction principle imply a large deviation principle for *D*. It just remains to simplify the rate functions.

Proof of Theorem 2 {#Sec11}
------------------

Note that, in the case of an uncoloured RGG graphs, the function *C* degenerates to a constant *c*, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Proof of Corollary 5 {#Sec13}
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Conclusion {#Sec14}
==========

In this work, we have proved joint large deviation principle for the empirical pair measure and empirical locality measure of the near intermediate CGRG models. From this result we have obtained asymptotic results about useful graph quantities such as number of edges per vertex, the degree distribution and the proportion of isolated vertices for the near intermediate CGRG models. The rate functions of all these large deviation principles compared very well with the rate functions of the results for coloured random graph models by Doku-Amponsah and Mörters ([@CR10]), with some extra terms accounting for the geometric effect in the CGRG models. An important future research direction is to formulate and prove an Asymptotic Equipartition Property for Networked Data Structures Modelled as the CGRG, and then a possible Coding or Approximate Pattern Matching Algorithms for such Networks. One could also investigate the Statistical Mechanics on the CGRG.
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